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Review Your Objectives

LIFESTYLE

LEGACY

PHILANTHROPY

Increasing income and
saving taxes

Transferring assets
and values to
subsequent
generations

Supporting
organizations and
causes that are
important to you
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Recent Changes to Tax Law Affecting Charitable
Giving

Act of Tax Cuts and Jobs

Setting Every Community

Coronavirus Aid, Relief

Consolidated

2017

Up for Retirement

and Economic Security

Appropriations

Enhancement (“SECURE”)

(“CARES”) Act of 2020

Act of 2021 –

Act of 2019

Includes second stimulus
package
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Understand The Impact Of Tax Cuts And Jobs Act On
Charitable Giving
• Higher Standard Deductions & Less Itemized Deductions
• Fewer individuals itemizing their deductions
• Fewer individuals receiving tax benefit from charitable contributions
% of AGI [1]
Public Charity

DAF

Private Fdn.

CRT

CLT

Cash

60%*

60%*

30%

30%*

30%*

Appreciated Stock

30%

30%

20%

20%*

20%*

100%**

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

IRA QCD

*General rule. Certain exceptions apply.
**QCD does not count as taxable income.
[1] Contributions in excess of AGI limitation are eligible for 5-year carryforward
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Bunching for Tax Effectiveness
Increase tax-effectiveness of charitable giving by “bunching” multiple years of charitable
giving into a single year.
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Promoting Charitable Giving In Response To
Covid-19 (2020 & 2021)

ITEMIZERS

NON-ITEMIZERS

For 2020 and 2021 only, deduct up to 100% AGI for cash

“Above the Line” deduction for cash gifts to public charity

gifts to public charity

•

2020: $300 for all taxpayers

•

2021: $300 for individuals, $600 for married filing jointly
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2019 Legislation: The Secure Act
A Major Change To Retirement Planning
• Contribution age limits eliminated for IRAs

Setting
Every
Community

• RMD required beginning date advanced to age 72
• 2021 RMDs with new longer life expectancy tables
• Lifetime stretch for non-spouse beneficiaries has been eliminated
(with few exceptions)

Up for
Retirement

Action Item:

Enhancement

Review current beneficiary designations to understand
tax and distribution impact of new rules
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Types Of Property To Consider Gifting

Cash

Appreciated Stock or
Other Assets

IRA Assets

Income Producing
Gifts
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Appreciated Assets

1. Call Broker to Transfer Stock

Donor

DVLF
Gift Acceptance
Account

3. Capital Gain Tax
Avoidance &
Income Tax
Deduction

2. Proceeds of Stock Sale
DVLF
(for investment in a
fund or distribution)

Qualified Charitable Distributions (“Charitable IRA Rollover”)

1. Call broker to Make direct distribution from IRA

Donor

DVLF
(for investment in a
fund or distribution)

2. Elimination of income taxes upon transfer

Income Producing Gifts

1. Cash or
appreciated securities
Charitable
Trust or Gift
Annuity
2. Periodic Payments
to Donor or other
Beneficiaries

Donor

3. Remainder
is distributed

4. Deferred Capital
Gain Tax & Income
Tax Deduction
DVLF
(for investment in a
fund or distribution)
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Charitable Lead Trust In A Low Interest Rate
Environment
1. How It Works
2. Transfer
Property
Donor

Fixed Payments

3. Remainder to
Family
Lead Annuity
Trust

During its term, the trust pays a fixed amount
each year to DVLF. When the trust ends, its
remaining principal passes to donor’s family or
other heirs they name. Trust growth passes to
them tax-free.
Charity

Donor transfers cash,
securities, or other assets to
a trust. Donor receives a gift
tax deduction.
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Donor Advised Funds: Exponential Growth And
Opportunity For Engagement
How a Donor-Advised Fund Works

DONORS CONTRIBUTE

ASSETS GROW

RECOMMEND GRANTS

Make an irrevocable contribution of

Invest your contribution and make

Recommend grants from your

personal assets and receive an

additional contributions at any time;

account to qualified charities.

immediate tax deduction.

any account growth is tax-free.
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Charitable Giving Opportunities

Consider a bequest
under will or trust

Name DVLF as
beneficiary of life
insurance or
retirement plans

Create an
endowment fund
at DVLF
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How To Get Started

Talk to your tax
advisor and estate
planner

Consider your
charitable objectives

Implement your
giving strategy

Discuss your ideas
with your family and
DVLF
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Disclosures
This writing is intended to be an unconstrained review of matters of possible interest to Glenmede Trust Company clients and friends and is not intended as
personalized investment advice. This document is not intended as a solicitation for the purchase or sale of any product or as an inducement to enter into a
relationship with Glenmede. Alternative investments, such as private equity, are only available to investors who meet specific criteria and can bear certain
specific risks, including those relating to illiquidity. Advice is provided in light of a client’s applicable circumstances and may differ substantially from this
presentation. Glenmede’s affiliate, Glenmede Investment Management LP, may conduct certain research and offer products discussed herein. Opinions or
projections herein are based on information available at the time of publication and may change thereafter. Information gathered from other sources is
assumed to be reliable, but accuracy is not guaranteed. Outcomes (including performance) may differ materially from expectations herein due to various risks
and uncertainties. Any reference to risk management or risk control does not imply that risk can be eliminated. All investments have risk. Clients are
encouraged to discuss the applicability of any matter discussed herein with their Glenmede representative. Nothing herein is intended as legal advice or
federal tax advice, and any references to taxes which may be contained in this communication are not intended to and cannot be used for the purpose of (i)
avoiding penalties under the Internal Revenue Code or (ii) promotion, marketing or recommending to another party any transaction or matter addressed
herein. You should consult your attorney regarding legal matters, as the law varies depending on facts and circumstances.
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